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        RESOURCES THAT
            MAKE DISCIPLES

        SUBSCRIBE NOW
        ALREADY SUBSCRIBED? LOG IN
        

    

    
        
            MORE THAN
                RESOURCES

            
                We believe that when a teenager encounters Christ through the beauty of the Catholic faith, they will
                transform their parish, community, and culture. We’ve seen it happen time and time again.
                That’s why we’ve created resources that empower parishes to evangelize teens and help them
                become disciples. These resources are offered as a subscription so that parishes might have the tools to
                address the needs of teenagers today — not five years ago. Help us find the subscription that is right
                for you by telling us about your parish and ministry.
            

            
                TAKE THE ASSESSMENT

        

    

    
        
            HOW SUBSCRIPTIONS WORK
        

        
            
                
                    1

                

                
                    Our team collaborates with youth ministers serving in parishes, with teenagers, and with experts in
                    various theological fields to create relevant, engaging, and timely content that supports youth
                    ministry at the parish level. This collaboration is done every couple of months to keep it as fresh
                    as possible.
                

            

            
                
                    2

                

                
                    We deliver the best youth ministry resources, training, youth night outlines, catechetical content,
                    and methods to you three to six times every year so you never have to worry about reusing outdated
                    material or wonder what to plan next.
                

            

            
                
                    3

                

                
                    You and your team implement amazing youth ministry gatherings, retreats, and small discipleship
                    groups — inviting teens through marketing materials we’ve created for you. You build
                    relationships. Teens become disciples. They tell their friends. And the process repeats.
                

            

        

    

    
        
            PRICING
        

        
            $600 - EDGE SUPPORT
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                        Middle school ministry presents unique opportunities for evangelization… and some unique
                        challenges. Edge Support provides your parish with everything you need to implement a vibrant
                        middle school ministry that your junior high school students will love. From fun and impactful
                        youth nights to overnight retreats and small groups, Edge Support will take your middle school
                        youth out of their desks and into the beginning of an adventure with Jesus.
                    

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

            
        


        
            $795 - LIFE SUPPORT
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                        Teenagers today are a lot different than teenagers from 20, 10, or even five years ago. As teen
                        culture changes and evolves, the way we present the timeless truth of the Catholic faith needs
                        to evolve, as well. Life Support resources are responsive, innovative, and engaging tools that
                        empower a team of Catholic adults to accompany young people as disciples. Whether you have large
                        group gatherings, small group ministry, or a mix of both, Life Support provides your parish with
                        three unique sets of resources every subscription year, offering your team the tools you need to
                        lead teenagers closer to Christ.
                    

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

            
        


        
            $1395 - COMBO SUPPORT
            
        

        
            
                
                    
                        Imagine being able to take teenagers on a journey with Christ from 6th grade all the way through
                        their senior year. That kind of accompaniment is possible with the Combo Support subscription. A
                        parish with Combo Support has all the tools necessary to evangelize young people and help them
                        become disciples in all stages of their teenage experience. Combo Support includes both our Edge
                        Support and Life Support resources.
                    

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

            
        

        
            VIEW MORE SUBSCRIPTION
                OPTIONS
        


    


    
        
            YOUTH MINISTRY
            

            FOR EVERY STAGE
        

        
            
                
                    MIDDLE SCHOOL
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                    HIGH SCHOOL
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                    CONFIRMATION
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                    EDGE SUPPORT
                

                
                    
                        Middle school ministry presents unique opportunities for evangelization… and some unique
                        challenges. Edge Support provides your parish with everything you need to implement a vibrant
                        middle school ministry that your junior high school students will love. From fun and impactful
                        youth nights to overnight retreats and small groups, Edge Support will take your middle school
                        youth out of their desks and into the beginning of an adventure with Jesus.
                    

                    SEMESTER PLANNING GUIDE

                    
                        Middle school youth ask some big questions and today’s junior high teenager needs deeper
                        answers than ever before. Each semester planning guide presents the Catholic faith in a way that
                        answers the big questions a young person has about God, Jesus, the Church, and how we live our
                        faith in everyday life. Eight “Edge Nights” are included in every guide with a full outline that
                        includes interactive games, a teaching outline written specifically for a middle school
                        audience, small group dynamics, and powerful prayer experiences.
                    

                    SMALL GROUP GUIDE

                    
                        Dive into community, discussion, and impactful moments of discipleship with small groups of
                        middle school youth. The Edge Small Group Guide offers step by step instructions for small group
                        dynamics that engage young people and help them discover what it means to be a disciple of Jesus
                        by journeying with a small group community.
                    

                    RETREAT

                    
                        Don’t let the thought of taking middle school youth on an overnight retreat scare you.
                        While we can’t provide you with all of the caffeine you will need for a weekend retreat
                        with junior high youth, we can give you a full outline, complete with talks, activities, and
                        prayer dynamics that will help pave the way for the youth of your parish to have a
                        transformative encounter with Jesus.
                    

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

            

        
    

    
        
            
                
                

                
                    LIFE SUPPORT
                

                
                    
                        Teenagers today are a lot different than teenagers from 20, 10, or even five years ago. As teen
                        culture changes and evolves, the way we present the timeless truth of the Catholic faith needs
                        to evolve, as well. Life Support resources are responsive, innovative, and engaging tools that
                        empower a team of Catholic adults to accompany young people as disciples. Whether you have large
                        group gatherings, small group ministry, or a mix of both, Life Support provides your parish with
                        three unique sets of resources every subscription year, offering your team the tools you need to
                        lead teenagers closer to Christ.
                    

                    SEMESTER PLANNING GUIDE

                    
                        Teenagers engage with stories and narratives; each Life Night focuses a particular topic within
                        our Catholic faith over four sessions. This format allows your group to really dive into
                        specific topics, engage them, and grow with them. Twelve “Life Nights” are included in every
                        guide with a full outline that includes interactive games, a teaching outline written
                        specifically for a high school audience, small group dynamics, and powerful prayer experiences."
                    

                    RETREAT

                    
                        The world of a teenager is noisy (and let’s be honest, our world is, as well). Taking
                        teenagers away on retreat is a powerful way to help them focus on Christ. Life Teen’s
                        retreat resources provide all the content you need for a great weekend - the only thing you need
                        to provide are the snacks, small group leaders, and the sacraments."
                    

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

                
                    KICKSTART
                

                
                    
                        Kickstart is our brand new Life Teen program crafted for smaller groups of high school teens.
                        Resources include dynamic Life Nights, Connect small groups, and retreats that empower a small
                        core team to begin and sustain relational youth ministry. Each semester, you receive resources
                        and training for 8 Life Nights, designed using the United States Conference of Catholic Bishops
                        framework for high school students. Additionally, Connect Group Guides provide small group
                        sessions to dive deeper into faith-based topics or to contextualize secular experiences within
                        the Catholic faith. A retreat provides the opportunity for further faith development and
                        community-building. Implement the programming following the easy-to-use Life Teen Kickstart
                        calendar or as best fits your youth ministry.
                    

                    
                        Who Kickstart Is For:

                        	Parishes looking to revitalize or launch their Catholic youth ministry.
	Parishes who want to focus on their teens but have limited resources.
	Parishes with a smaller group of teens.


                        What’s Included:

                    

                    KICKSTART CURRICULUM GUIDES

                    
                        You are provided with sixteen Life Nights per year, eight per semester. All Kickstart content is
                        provided as both print and digital format.
                    

                    CONNECT GROUP GUIDES

                    
                        You receive twenty-seven Connect Group sessions per year. These guides support the topics found
                        within the curriculum guides and help to break open discussions on a small group level.
                    

                    RETREAT RESOURCES

                    
                        You are provided with two retreats per year that are adaptable as a weekend overnight retreat or
                        day retreat.
                    

                    In addition to the above, you
                            also receive monthly cohort trainings and graphics.

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

            

        
    

    
        
            
                
                

                
                    PURPOSE
                

                
                    
                        Every year, hundreds of thousands of teenagers receive the Sacrament of Confirmation and many
                        more hours are poured into preparing them to receive that Sacrament. Yet, many of those
                        teenagers fall away from the Church later on. Purpose is a transformative approach to
                        preparation for the Sacrament of Confirmation, combining powerful content that helps teenagers
                        answer life’s big questions with digital tools to help communicate with your team,
                        parents, and teenagers. Purpose isn’t a magic solution to the challenge of teenagers
                        leaving the faith — it is the tool that empowers you to accompany teenagers on their journey and
                        become the solution, yourself.
                    


                    CURRICULUM

                    
                        Purpose is made up of 24 impactful sessions that answer three big questions: “Why should I
                        believe in God?”, “Why Should I Follow Jesus?”, “Why Should I Belong to the Church?” The
                        curriculum is designed to help move a teenager through these questions, providing them with
                        substantial answers while offering an encounter with Jesus Christ. The curriculum — available
                        for large groups, small groups, for 8th graders, and in Spanish — all come with a single
                        purchase. On top of that, the curriculum is reviewed and updated annually to always keep it
                        fresh and relevant.
                    


                    RESOURCES

                    
                        We believe, that while textbooks can be useful, when it comes to helping a teenager become a
                        disciple they can only go so far. We’ve created beautiful, content-rich resources for
                        teenagers and parents that they will reference and keep long after the smell of chrism has
                        faded.
                    


                    PLATFORM AND APP


                    
                        Confirmation requires a lot of communication — with your team, parents, and with teens. Purpose
                        offers an innovative online platform that allows you to schedule sessions, communicate
                        calendars, and get the right resources to the right groups of people, all while keeping your
                        team informed in a couple of simple steps.
                    

                    
                        DETAILS
                    

                

            

        
    

    
        
            TRANSFORM YOUR PARISH TODAY

            
                SUBSCRIBE NOW!

        

    

    
    
        
            Contact Us


            We love serving with parishes and people that are passionate about leading teenagers closer to Christ.
            If you’ve got questions, need prayer, or just want to talk we are here for you.
            Give us a call, send an email, or reach out to us on Live Chat. 


            800-809-3902

            support@lifeteen.com
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